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 18-10-2017 Xanthi ,Greece 
 

WELCOME! 
 

Dear ISCRAM-Med 2017 delegate, 

Welcome to Xanthi!  

In this document you will find useful information regarding  

your stay during the conference. 

We wish you a very pleasant stay in our beloved city.  

Conference Venue 

The ISCRAM-med 2017 conference will take place in the new 

facilities of the Civil Engineering Department of Democritus 

University of Thrace (DUTH). Specifically, all sessions and key 

notes will be held at the Auditorium 4 in Building A of the Civil 

Engineering Department of DUTH. 

The building is located into the “Campus of the Polytechnic 

School of DUTH” which is few kilometers outside the city of 

Xanthi. 

In the Google map that follows, the Building A of the Civil 

Engineering Department is noted with the blue pin. 

The pins with the numbers 1 to 3, indicate where the hotels 

recommended by the organizers of the conference are 

located.  

1. Elisso Xenia Hotel  tel.: (+30) 254-107-7362 

2. 1905 Boutique Hotel tel.: (+30) 254-108-4400/4888 

3. Hotel Elena   tel.: (+30) 254-106-3901 

 

 

Important phone numbers : 

Ioannis Dokas :+306977457228 

University Security : + 30 25410-

79387 
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Image 1: Hotels’ Locations (pins with numbers) and Conference Venue (blue and white pin) 

How to Reach the Conference 

Venue from the City of Xanthi 
You can reach the conference venue either by bus or by a taxi. 

Bus Service: 

DUTH provides a bus service that connects the city of Xanthi with the campus of the 

Polytechnic School. This bus service is FREE and has two lines.   

All buses going to the campus of the Polytechnic School have in their signs the word 

“ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ” or “ΑΡΧΙΤΕΚΤΟΝΙΚΗ”. So please make sure to see these words in the signs 

of the bus that you are going to use. It is ok also to ask the driver if the bus is going to the 

campus, to validate that you are on the correct bus :)   

Bus Service “Line A”: “Afeteria”     “Dormitories” (Duration 12 mins approximate) 

        “Dormitories”      “Afeteria” (Duration 12 mins approximate) 

Image 2 depicts a Google map of the City of Xanthi, showing the route of the bus that 

serves “Line A” together with its intermediate stops.   
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The bus starts from point “A”, which is known as “Afeteria” and is  located at the center of 

the city of Xanthi, behind the municipal market. The route of the bus is depicted with the 

blue color. The route ends at the point where the marker with the letter “I” is shown on the 

map. That stop is known as “Dormitories”.  

The markers with letters “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”, “F”, “G”, “H” on the map show where “Line A” 

bus makes its intermediate stops.  

When “Line A” bus reaches the end of its route (i.e. the “Dormitories”), it makes a short 

break. After the break, it goes back to the “Afeteria”, following the same route, but this 

time in the opposite direction.   

To reach the conference venue,  by using the service of the “Line A” bus,  you need to get 

off to intermediate stop that is indicated on the map of Image 2 with the marker containing 

the letter “F”. This stop serves the Buildings of the Civil Engineering Department. 

 

 

Image 2: The Route of “Line A” Bus Service 
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Bus Service “Line A”- Timetable  

  Monday-Friday: 

Departure hours: 7:45, 8:15, 8:20, 8:30, 8:45, 8:50, 8:55, 8:55 (second), 9:45, 9:55, 10:45, 10:55, 

11:45, 11:55, 12:45,13:30,13:45,14:15,14:45,14:45 (second), 15:30, 15:45, 16:50, 17:45, 17:45 

(second) 18:45, 19:00, 19:15, 19:45, 19:45 (second), 20:50, 23:00. 

Saturday & Sunday: 

Departure hours: 13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 19:00, 20:00, 23:00 

Please note that the departure times indicated at the timetable refere to the time when 

the bus will start its route from the “Afeteria” (i.e. the point “A” in Image 2). If you plan to 

take the “Line A” bus from an intermediate stop, expect the bus to reach that stop few 

mins after the time provided in the timetable. 

 

Bus Service “Line B”: “Old Campus” (Prokat)  Dormitories  (Duration 7 mins approximately) 

                                   “Dormitories”  Old Campus (Prokat)  (Duration 7 mins approximately)  

Image 3 Depicts a Google map of the City of Xanthi, showing the route of “Line B” bus 

together with its intermediate stops.   

 “Line B” bus starts from point “A”, which is known as “Prokat” (i.e. the old campus of the 

Polytechnic School) and is  located close to the bridge of river Kosynthos. The route of the 

bus is depicted with the blue color. The route ends where the marker with the letter “F” is 

shown in the map. That point is known as “Dormitories”.  

The markers with the letters “B”, “C”, “D”, “E” on the map show where “Line B” bus makes 

its intermediate stops.  

When “Line B” bus reaches the end of the route (i.e. the “Dormitories”), it makes a short 

break. After the break, the bus goes back to the point “A” or “Prokat”, following the same 

route as before, but this time in the opposite direction.   

To reach the conference venue,  by using the service of the “Line B” bus,  you need to get 

off to intermediate stop that is indicated with the marker containing the letter “C”. 

  Bus Service “Line B”- Timetable  

 

Monday-Friday: 

Departure hours: 13:15, 13:45, 14:15 
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Image 3: The Route of “Line B” Bus Service 

Taxi Service: 

You can use a taxi to go directly to the Building A of the Civil Engineering Department. You 

can also arrange with other delegates to share a taxi that can drive you to your departure 

airport (i.e. Kavala, Alexandroupolis, Thessaloniki airports).   

This can be done by calling  Xanthi’s radio taxi service. The cost of getting to the venue of 

the conference from the city of Xanthi will be 7 Euros approximately. 

The cost of a taxi service to: 

• Kavala’s airport  is approximately   60 Euros 

• Alexandroulpolis’ airport  is approximately  150 Euros 

• Thessaloniki’s airport is approximately  290 Euros 

It is possible to use the services of taxi drivers that are not "bounded" by the “price 

constraints” of a radio service provider. This means that you can bargain the price to 

reach your desired destination.   For more information about this option seek out for 

Ioannis Dokas, the organizer of the conference. He will be happy to provide you the 

relevant details. 

• Radio Taxi Service   Tel: +30 25410 72801 


